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Abstract
In cities across the Soviet Union in the late 1950s and early 1960s, new housing developments of plain five-storey apartment blocks mushroomed thanks to an intensive programme for mass industrialised housing construction launched by the Party-State in 1957. Modern living conditions were to be created for millions, it was promised, through state planning and investment in the modernisation of construction, making maximum use of technology and factory prefabrication in place of bricklaying and other artisanal methods. Drawing on oral history and material culture, this article attends to some contradictory, seemingly unplanned and un-modern aspects of popular agency entailed in producing the modern Soviet environment, including the role of local improvisation, DIY and manual craft. These were not necessarily resistant to or subversive of the socialist state’s modernisation project but had a more complex and ambivalent relation to it, as complementary or compensatory accommodations that “tuned” universal models to local contingency.
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Introduction: Building Sites of Soviet Modernity
In a 1962 painting by Soviet artist Iurii Pimenov, titled Wedding on Tomorrow Street, newlyweds advance towards us through a building site, amidst cranes and blocks of housing under construction. Careless of the bride’s pristine white dress, the happy couple strides out over the mud to their new home where they will cross the threshold into a new life. The shining path – a stock organising motif of Socialist Realist images – is represented
here by an improvised affair of rough planks thrown down ad hoc across the mud out of which the neighbourhood-to-be rises.¹ Soviet modernity, as represented in Pimenov’s painting, is not something ready-made and finished, but is a work in progress.

Party discourse of the Khrushchev era spoke of the present stage of socialism as that of “full-scale construction of Communism”, a staging post en route to Communism.² Construction was not only a metaphor for progress but a material reality, as new housing developments or novostroiki

Figure 1: Iurii Pimenov, Wedding on Tomorrow Street, oil on canvas, 1962. State Tretyakov Gallery

Figure 2: (Anonymous), “Panorama of Construction of the South West Region”, Moscow, Arkhitektura SSSR, 8 (1957): 4
became a characteristic feature of towns and cities across the Soviet Union in the late 1950s and early 1960s. After decades of underinvestment in housing, consumer goods, living conditions and infrastructure, already before Stalin’s death the Party state began to pay greater attention to mass living standards. Urban development and extensive housing construction were under way by the middle of the decade, but progress was slow. At the end of 1954, Stalin’s successor, Party First Secretary Nikita Khrushchev, called on the architectural profession to reject the ornate historicist architecture and expensive one-off solutions of the late Stalin period in favour of plain building, standardisation and modern industrial construction. A Party decree of 31 July 1957 launched an intensive programme for mass industrialised housing construction. As the cranes in Pimenov’s painting promised, modern living conditions would be created for millions through state investment in the modernisation of construction, making maximum use of technology and factory prefabrication of precast concrete standard modules in place of bricklaying and other artisanal methods of on-site building.

In lived experience as well as in propaganda, the results of the housing campaign would transform the lives of millions across the USSR over the next decade. Over one third of the population moved into new housing between 1956 and 1965. The standard, prefabricated apartments – “khrushchevki” as they became known – were small and plain, but they were equipped with modern conveniences, and they were designed for occupancy by single families, in place of the prevailing norm of collective living in hostels or communal apartments. The development of whole new districts (“novostroiki”) of low-rise, standard, prefabricated apartment blocks set in train a “new revolution in Soviet daily life”, and fundamentally altered the urban – and indeed rural – environment, extending the margins of cities and accelerating the process of urbanisation.

Both at home and abroad, in the context of Cold War competition over images of modernity, Soviet publicists pointed to modern, industrialised mass housing construction to flesh out system-specific claims for Soviet modernity, according to which party guidance and socialist central planning placed the benefits of the “Scientific Technological Revolution” directly at the service of the masses. The media were full of tales of “happy housewarming”, and told how the growth of the contemporary, socialist city brought enlightenment to its formerly benighted margins and civilised the wasteland. Socialist modernity appeared as a clean bright new world rising out of the swamp, in which the benefits of space-age science and technology were extended to the daily life of the masses.
modernist rhetoric of rupture and total makeover accompanied this construction campaign. As one architect expressed the aspiration in 1961 (somewhat prematurely as we shall see), “Everything that surrounds us in our everyday lives has been modernised.”

The state-led modernisation of the living environment was expected, in turn, to modernise and socialise its inhabitants. This revived the utopian modernist project of the 1920s, which had aimed to engineer the formation of new social relations via a rationally organised material environment. At the same time, it reengaged with the international movement of Modernism in architecture and design. Inscribed in the plan, dimensions, prefabricated walls, and brutal plainness of the new flats erected under Khrushchev were the agency and social ideals of a range of specialists who sought to use the built environment to make people live in a modern, rational, socialist and, ultimately, communist way. The “new Soviet person” had a new avatar in the late 1950s: the novosel (“new settler”) or citizen-home-maker, moving to novostroiki (new development districts) and making home in the new flats.

This utopian ambition of a total makeover of the Soviet home and its occupants is one of the aspects of the Khrushchev era that define it as modern. But modernity, as many have observed, is paradoxical and Janus-faced; the same forces and transformations that liberate are also a source of oppression, and “each new positive invention is accompanied by unforeseen negative consequences.” Modernist utopian promises of emancipation coexist with the authoritarianism of unwavering faith in the power of science, progress and the built environment to make people live more rationally or beautifully, or in James Donald’s words, the “overweening dream of Enlightenment rationality: to render the city transparent, to get the city right, and so to produce the right citizens.” Modernity, as historian of craft Glenn Adamson puts it, “seems hard to stand up to. It is notionally defined by ‘one size fits all’ structures that are temporally and geographically transcendent: rationality, science, capitalism, mechanization, International Style architecture, autonomous artworks and secularism, to name just a few.” In James Scott’s terms, high-modernist designs for life and production, with their unwavering faith in the power of science and progress to make people live better and society function smoothly, tend to diminish the skills, agility, and initiative of their intended beneficiaries.

The provision of separate apartments apparently increased the possibility for Soviet citizens to gain privacy and control over the terms of their everyday lives. However, this promise was contradicted by two sets of
circumstances common to modernity on both sides of the Iron Curtain. First, the modern home, increasingly permeated by technology, was tied into and dependent upon state and municipal networks and infrastructures that supplied water, gas, electricity, and central heating, and which took away the waste.\textsuperscript{18} Homemaking, as a form of consumption, required citizens to engage with the state on a daily basis at the micro-level of material production in everyday life.\textsuperscript{19} Second, machine production – embraced by modernists as a source of rational beauty and perfection and as a means to democratise consumption and improve mass living standards – is also associated with the totalising and potentially oppressive tendencies of anonymity, standardisation, and alienation. The machinery that brought mass production, higher living standards and democratisation of consumption also threatened to produce the dehumanising and deskilling effects such as Marx described.\textsuperscript{20} Moreover, the darker side of modernity includes not only the monotony and alienation of the worker in the labour process, but also the alienating and homogenising effects of industrial production on the material environment. Thus modern housing has been widely criticised as a regulating and homogenising force antithetical to individuality and privacy (in the sense of particularity) and as “one of the most invasive agents of hegemony.”\textsuperscript{21}

The problems of fashioning personal identity in surroundings that represent the agency of others, amidst commodities produced in circumstances over which the user has little control, have been a central object of enquiry in studies of consumption, popular culture and the home. Lack of the possibility of exercising agency or control over boundaries and of “the freedom to participate in the design of one’s own urban living environment” is seen as a fundamental obstacle to establishing a relation between self-identity and place, where place is defined as a site of meaningful identity and immediate agency: that is, to make oneself “at home” in modernity.\textsuperscript{22} For geographer Timothy Oakes, modernity is characterised by “crisis-prone interactions between space, human agency, and abstract historical processes” and the “tense relationship between place-based subjectivity and placeless objectification.”\textsuperscript{23} Philosopher Martin Heidegger argued that the alienation of contemporary existence resulted in part from the privileging of technology and calculative thinking in the modern world. Writing amidst the ruins of postwar Europe, he despaired of the possibility to “dwell”: to be “at home” and at peace. The problem, for Heidegger, was not simply wartime displacement and lack of houses, despite the acute housing shortage that beset the continent, West and East, but that modern individuals no longer reside in dwellings they or their kin have built
through generations, but instead pass through the constructions of others.24 From a different perspective, anthropologist Daniel Miller noted the alienation which state housing tenants on a London council estate experienced as a result of their consciousness of themselves as merely passive recipients of something they might wish control over: a built environment that was “the product of a system which would not be regarded as an investment of their social being”.25

The difficulties of making modern housing into an objectification or extension of self (or “investment of social being” in Miller’s term) – often considered essential to making oneself at home – are not system-specific but generic to modernity. (As Miller proposed, the problem of alienation from dwelling applied both to commodified housing, obtained from the market, and to social housing received from the state.)26 Nevertheless, the darker aspects have been widely regarded, through Cold War lenses, as hypertrophied in Soviet state socialist modernity as a result of central planning and the supposedly omniscient and omnipresent “totalitarian” state; standardisation is often assumed to have presented a more insurmountable problem in the USSR than in the capitalist, consumerist West.
For example, US historian Blair Ruble asserts that the alienation from residence “was magnified in the Soviet Union, where all planning is done for strangers”. The assumption that the problems of industrial modernity are exacerbated under state socialism is based on the premise that central planning deprives “ordinary people” of initiative, agency or control to a greater degree than a market economy. In the socialist command economy, according to prevailing wisdom, the possibility for the home to become an objectification of an individual self was inhibited by bureaucracy and specialist intervention, by an ideology that favoured the collective over the individual and discouraged symbolic distinction through consumption, and above all, by shortage.

Shortage has come to serve as a universal explanation for the collapse of the socialist system. Eastern bloc consumer culture – if the existence of such a phenomenon is even acknowledged – is written as a history of dictatorial control based on systematically produced shortages and “dictatorship over needs”. It has become orthodoxy to designate state socialist societies as “societies of shortage”, “based on an elementary level of provisioning that departed dramatically from consumption in a modern sense” in that it was driven by necessity rather than choice. However, as Ina Merkel has rightly noted, shortage is a relative concept, contingent on historical context. Moreover, the “society of shortage” paradigm wrongly assumes “that shortage necessarily limits possibilities of behaviour and inevitably leads to frustration, envy, stinginess and covetousness. Yet it is precisely in shortage economies or in times of shortage that individual consumer behaviour is often marked by a remarkable ability to improvise and seek outlets for hedonistic pleasures. [...] the cultural practices associated with shortages can be and are – unexpectedly diverse.”

As Merkel suggests, the ways in which citizens responded to the shortcomings of state provision can provide an angle to open up questions about agency, and to question the assumption that standard production produced standard consumers. The problems of ignoring society and its relations with the state have long been demonstrated, and revisionist histories of the Soviet Union have, since the 1970s, sought to uncover the spaces for agency of “ordinary” people, a project in which the study of popular culture and the everyday has played an important role. Nevertheless, discussions of socialist modernity have tended to emphasise the agency of the state (via a range of institutions, accredited agents, policies, and systems), and to cast ordinary citizens either as the passive predicate of its actions, or as resistant and opposed to it: thus, in regard to housing, the state puts up housing and the people put up with it.
In this article it is the agency of the user, the inhabitant of the new “standard” apartments, that concerns us: the often unscripted, ad hoc improvised ways of doing and in particular, material making. For Michel de Certeau the culture of everyday life consists of “consumption as production”, adaptations and ways of using imposed systems, which he likens to ruses or trickery. While the powerful are cumbersome, unimaginative and over-organised, the weak are creative and flexible, able to exploit loopholes and occupy the gaps in the fence left by the state. For Miller, the alienation that resulted from being merely passive recipients of housing could be overcome through consumption as appropriation, a creative act through which one constitutes oneself and recreates the world. Scott makes the case for “the indispensable role of practical knowledge, informal processes, and improvisation in the face of unpredictability”, and argues that deductive epistemic knowledge and “formal schemes of order are untenable without some element of the practical knowledge that they tend to dismiss.”

In what follows I shall consider some “poaching raids” on the state’s modernity. However, we should not assume a priori that popular actions and ideals were inevitably in opposition to authoritative meanings and goals, including the project of socialist modernity. De Certeau used metaphors of guerrilla warfare – strategy, tactics, guileful ruses and tricks – to discuss popular culture’s relation to power. A model of resistance and opposition structures the study of popular culture, of which homemaking can be considered a part. Scholarship of the Soviet Union, likewise, has tended to see only two alternative models for the relationship of society to the state – either passive brainwashed acquiescence or resistance – and often identifies popular agency with action against the state. In spite of the work of the revisionists, the oppression/resistance binary still structures many accounts, along with a denial of popular agency. Oleg Kharkhordin adopted Michel Foucault’s model of modern disciplinary regimes to challenge the received image of the Thaw as a time of liberalisation and increased privacy, arguing that “1957 marked the final achievement of the Stalinist goal: a fine-tuned and balanced system of total surveillance.” In the period of intensive modernisation under Khrushchev, systematic mutual surveillance was established which erased the last spaces of uncompromised human dignity that even the “earlier uneven and frequently chaotic terror” under Stalin had supposedly still left intact. “The disciplinary grid became faultless and ubiquitous.”

The façade of the khrushchevka, patterned by the intersecting seams between precast panels, might indeed resemble a grid – the image of an infinitely extendable, abstract pattern of mechanical regularity that over-
rides local variation, representing the “formal schemes of order” characteristic of industrial modernity. I want, however, to explore a more complex set of relations between Soviet consumer agency and the state’s universalising, modernising project. In the case of homemaking in UK in the 1950s-1960s, Judy Attfield has proposed that even as her subjects’ furnishing choices departed from the prescriptions of design experts, they should not be seen as opposition to modernity or a failure of modernism, but were vernacular “interpretations of modernity”, adapted to their needs and means. In regard to the late Soviet Union, Alexei Yurchak notes: “without understanding the ethical and aesthetic paradoxes that ‘really existing socialism’ acquired in the lives of many of its citizens, and without understanding the creative and positive meanings with which they endowed their socialist lives – sometimes in line with the announced goals of the state, sometimes in spite of them, and sometimes relating to them in ways that did not fit either-or dichotomies – we would fail to understand what kind of social system socialism was.”

As far as making home in the novostroiki was concerned, the experience of ordinary novosely was more complex than the image of a perfectly ordered grid suggests, as even the Soviet press widely admitted, and as is evidenced by over seventy oral history interviews conducted in the mid-2000s with individuals who moved into new apartments in the early-to-mid-1960s in a range of cities across the former USSR. Their lives were, on the contrary, shaped by loopholes, leaks, and “gaps in the fence”, such as de Certeau regarded as opportunities for guerrilla tactics. The khrushchevki gave ample scope for negotiation, agency, the application of practical knowledge, and “mutuality”, the element which, according to Scott, can redeem the sterile authoritarianism of modernist utopias.

The remainder of this essay will attend to material practices such as DIY and craft, broadly defined, focusing on relations between individuals and the state as they were lived, experienced, talked about, and materialised in the everyday environment of home and neighbourhood. It will explore some spaces for popular agency within the structures (both physical and discursive) and infrastructures for which the party-state (via various agencies) was responsible, and in which its ideology, priorities and intentions were invested in concrete material form. First I shall outline the spaces for agency and participation that were envisaged and indeed promoted by the party-state’s authoritative discourses. I will then turn from the abstractions imagined in authoritative discourse toward actual building sites and local experience, drawing on the interviews. Attending to the ad hoc manual work entailed in making housing liveable, I will propose that the path
to the radiant future was as much a matter of local improvisation as was Pimenov’s “radiant path” of rough planks thrown across the building site of modernity. I will also note some contradictory, seemingly un-modern and unplanned aspects of popular agency – the recourse to handicraft and DIY – proposing that these were not necessarily resistant to or subversive of the socialist state’s modernisation project, but had a more complex and ambivalent relation to it, as complementary or compensatory accommodations that “tuned” universal models to accommodate local contingency. Moreover the “power that comes with making” may have helped to mitigate the alienating and deskilling effects of industrial modernity.43

Khrushchev-Era Authoritative Discourse on Model Citizenship and Participation in the Material Environment

Figure 4: German Ogorodnikov, “Happy Housewarming,” Krokodil (1966)
Alongside hyperbolic claims about “total modernisation,” the Soviet media, like Pimenov’s painting, often acknowledged that the machine perfection, abundance, beauty and social harmony that were to characterise Communism were a direction of travel rather than an achieved goal, even as Khrushchev proclaimed that the transition would take place within a generation. The central and local press exposed unfinished business and shortcomings in the quality of construction; the failure of the promised infrastructure to materialise, or of builders to landscape the terrain, sometimes plunged people back into the dark ages, still wading across the muddy wasteland, drawing water in buckets, or cooking outdoors on makeshift fires (see figure 4). The media also conveyed the message that socialist modernity was not like a commodity, delivered pristine and ready to use from the factory to passive consumers, but demanded reciprocal work. Housing was a gift, and like all gifts, it imposed obligations on the recipient.

Popular agency in the material environment was encouraged as part of an ideal of citizenship that focused on the novosel (new settler, plural: novosely) as the model new person, Constructor of Communism, embodied at the most local level. The popular and specialist design press emphasised the agency and responsibilities of the novosel and encouraged the voluntary participation of ordinary people in manual and aesthetic labour to make socialist modernity a reality within the four walls of their apartment and to realise the ideal of “socialist community” in the new neighbourhoods or novostroiki. According to specialists on interior architecture, homemaking was not a matter of passive consumption, but a partnership, entailing collaboration and negotiation: “two authors participate in the creation of [the dwelling’s] interior: the architect-builder who designs and erects the building; and the occupant (khoziain) of the apartment who furnishes it in accordance with his own needs and taste.”

Novosely were expected to put in work both on the material environment and on themselves: to become good citizens and fully rounded individuals. Popular publications aligned good tenancy with participatory citizenship: the model novosel was a true khoziain/khoziaika (steward/housekeeper) who, if something needed doing, did not sit back and wait for the state, but picked up a hammer and did it himself. While the state remained the landlord, a true khoziain took care of the state’s property as if it was their own. The custodial obligations imposed by the state’s gift included general maintenance and upkeep, good taste, and voluntary adherence to the rules of “socialist community” (obshchezhitie). The willingness of each to contribute according to their ability, and to place their skills...
at the benefit of the neighbourhood, became an important aspect of the new Soviet person in public discourse.

This emphasis both on material labour and popular participation in producing the modern socialist material and social environment was part of the reinvigoration of the utopian project in the Khrushchev era, including a return to the writings of Marx and efforts to redefine relations between state and society. Party rhetoric, and especially the Third Party Programme which it adopted in October 1961, associated the development of "socialist democracy" with the gradual transformation of the organs of state power into "organs of public self-government," and invoked notions such as "participatory government" and the "state of all the people." Social and voluntary organisations (such as the Komsomol, cooperatives, people's courts and militias, and housing committees (domkom)) were to assume growing importance as the basis for a corresponding withering away of the formal institutions of the state and transition to Communist self-government. Participation included contributions to “socialist community” and the “communist way of life” through voluntary work in the housing committee, running a club or library, or voluntary landscaping and planting of the communal yard.

This reciprocal work was as much about self-making as about home-making; work on the home and neighbourhood were supposed to fulfil not only practical needs but also “spiritual” or cultural ones, such as developing the aesthetic sensibilities of the “fully-rounded” individual. Khrushchev-era ideologues returned to Marx’s early writings, where he emphasised the role of material making (“the working over of the objective world”) in accordance with the laws of beauty in the affirmation of man’s humanity or “species being.” They argued that there was nothing more beautiful than free, unalienated labour, which was a route to full self-actualisation and a source of beauty and pleasure.

To develop the skills necessary for making the apartment habitable and to help and encourage homemakers to produce beauty and modernity in their own homes, neighbourhood community activities were organised. These included mass voluntary “greening” campaigns to transform the wasteland into a garden, homecraft and needlework classes for women and girls, and woodcraft clubs for men. The latter aimed in part to keep men away from the bottle, while engaging them in activities associated with the home and fostering a pride in making or mending something for their domestic space. DIY advice literature and “handy hints” were published in household encyclopaedias, manuals for the “new settler,” and in popular magazines such as Rabotnitsa (Woman Worker), Nauka i zhizn’.
(Science and Life), Poleznye sovety (Helpful Hints), and Sdelai sam (Do It Yourself). Even the more specialist design journal Dekorativnoe iskusstvo SSSR (Decorative Art of the USSR), which focused largely on promoting the new discipline of industrial design, introduced a “Do-It-Yourself” rubric (“Svoimi rukami”: lit. “With your own hands”) in 1961, printing articles and diagrams on how to make bookshelves or “how to fit a kitchen”.

One of the informants in the interview project, Galina L. (a native Leningrader, born 1950, higher education) recalls the popularity of the DIY rubric in magazines: “Do it yourself! It was the most popular section. There was this journal Nauka i zhizn’ and there was a section in [it] ‘Do It Yourself’ (Sdelai sam).

The investment of labour in the apartment, block and neighbourhood was not only important in the behaviour of the ideal khoziain and his/her relation to state-provided housing. It was also cast as necessary for establishing a correct, socialist, non-fetishistic relation to commodities. Analysing advice literature on DIY, mending and adapting, Galina Orlova summarises the underpinning ideology:

The shameless plugging of the object’s merits unquestionably aims to produce desire – except that here instead of a covert call to “Buy!” there is an overt impetus to action, “Make!” Only someone who has been involved in the production of an object can rightfully take pleasure from that object – which looks much like another spin on the renowned slogan “He who does not work shall not eat.” […] […] he invocation of work effort […] “relieves the new world of the guilt complex occasioned by the fact that the representatives of the new world will be […] as much consumers as were their enemies in the old prerevolutionary reality.”

Homemaking and do-it-yourself-activities blur or break down the binary opposition of production and consumption, work and leisure, expert and amateur. It is widely assumed that in late industrial consumer society people are increasingly distanced from making and that craft has been displaced by machine production. But, turning now to oral history accounts of domestic material production in and of the home, we shall see that a vital role was played by craft and ad hoc solutions, by bricolage, making do, and localised agency, and by the manual labour of the “consumer” or homemaker in producing this supposedly state-provided, industrially produced, standard material environment. To complicate the image of a thoroughgoing industrialisation of construction, masterminded and controlled by an all-seeing party state and its white-coated specialists...
armed with algorithms and abstractions, we will consider the problematic relation between handmade and machine-made, industry and craft, centrally planned production and spontaneous local responses to contingency, focusing on the role played by a range of “ways of doing”, adjustments, accommodations and tunings.

Making One’s Own Home: The House That Vasilii Built

The stories told by individuals who moved into new flats in the early 1960s reveal that there were many disjunctions between blueprint and reality. Authoritative discourse, as we saw above, squared the circle by placing value on participation and making and by ascribing to these a role in the fully rounded development of the individual. Whether or not homemakers paid attention to this discourse or consciously identified with the model of the good novosel-khoziain, they participated to varying degrees in making their homes with their own hands.

The reciprocal input of labour began, in some cases, even before the block went up. Fatyma, a low-paid Tatar construction worker in Kazan’, born in
1930, describes how every family that was to receive an apartment in their block had to contribute to excavating its foundations:

You know, we dug the foundations ourselves. That's why there are cracks now, subsidence, the house is breaking up. We laid out the block with stones [...] We dug the foundations ourselves. They delegated: every family, every person who was to receive an apartment had to dig, to work. And we dug the foundations ourselves. At that time there were no [prefabricated concrete] blocks, those big strong blocks they have now. Our house is of brick – it’s heavy. And its subsiding now. Maybe we’ll all get buried in bricks. Nobody knows anything, no-one can guarantee that the house will stay standing.⁵⁹

Contrary to the image of prefabricated, wall-size concrete panels being swung majestically through the air by cranes, which the media used to represent the benefits of socialist modernity, traditional materials such as brick were still frequently used, demanding artisanal building methods and manual skills. Although the state had made investment in system building technology and cement industry a priority, Soviet prefabrication industry was only in its infancy. Even the production of buildings that looked similar to the standard type designs of khrushchevki was sometimes reliant on manual labour, traditional and locally available materials and vernacular building techniques.⁶⁰ Fatyma dug the foundations with little equipment. Her employer, responsible for building the house for its workers, was a brickworks. And so they built it of brick.

Prefabication and mechanisation were supposed to solve a chronic problem of lack of skilled construction labour.⁶¹ During the war and immediate postwar period the gap had been plugged, in part, by prisoners-of-war deployed on building sites, and traditional vernacular and artisanal methods were also used to address the housing shortage. In Kuibyshev (Samara), for example to accommodate the swollen workforce evacuated to the hinterland to work on the most advanced science-based technology of rocket production, housing was built in ways that were very far from rocket science, resorting to traditional materials and methods such as cob or lathe and plaster. In the postwar reconstruction period, some encouragement was given to individuals to take things into their own hands and build their own house, and designs for small individual houses were made available at low cost.⁶² To construct a multi-occupancy apartment block was a more complex undertaking and was closely identified with a model of modern living, plugged into urban infrastructure.

Spontaneous popular house-building movements emerged in a number
of cities around the Soviet Union. Although this was a local grassroots initiative, born of the urban population’s desperation with housing conditions, it was adopted and rubber-stamped by the state and given public meaning in terms of its chiliastic project. “People’s Construction” (narod-naia stroika) or the “Gorky Method” as it was labelled after the most publicised example, was most actively promoted between 1955 and 1959, that is, before the effects of the 1957 housing decree were felt. Thus it is an example of how grassroots action intersects with and may even shape state practices.

The People’s Construction campaign faded from public attention after the 1957 decree. But although the role of state agencies in housing production increased along with the industrialisation of construction (setting norms, disseminating standard models, etcetera), decentralised, self-help, artisanal methods continued in practice as a way to speed the production of housing. The labour shortage was sometimes filled through “voluntary” participation of prospective residents or mobilisation of unskilled labour, especially young people in brigades sent from the Komsomol. Many of my informants, especially those in provincial cities, recall some degree of participation in making the house, even if the work involved was not always so fundamental as Fatyma described. Marina (a scenographer, born in 1960) and her parents moved into a separate apartment in a newly built khrushchevka in 1966 from a two-storey cob barrack in Kuibyshev, which had been built by prisoners-of-war. She describes how the future residents of the new apartment block participated in the “finishing work”, then adds: “there was this ‘Gorky method’. They were released from work […].” The popular labour contribution was sometimes more organised than the seemingly spontaneous People’s Construction, a case of work secondments rather than unpaid voluntary contributions. In my sample such accounts are often associated with the Soviet Railway, which employed a number of my informants. As elsewhere (e.g. in late nineteenth-century Britain) when railways were built, the railway provided housing for its workers nearby and was a force for modernisation and homogenisation, and it was a major provider of khrushchevki-type housing.

Vasilii (born 1924) who lived in the medium sized city of Kaluga 150 kilometres southwest of Moscow had worked for the railway since being demobilised in 1948. The railway began to build housing for its workers there in the late 1950s, and Vasilii was seconded as “senior builder” in charge of construction of a whole new housing region, in which he also received an apartment. He describes the system of labour contributions. Twenty men were chosen and released from their regular work for the
railway to help the housing construction effort. They constructed a four-storey house of 32 two-room apartments in 1959-60, being paid the average wage for their work and, in addition, each received an apartment without paying any financial contribution. Although stonemasons or bricklayers laid the walls, Vasilii’s team made the roof. His description of the process indicates that, contrary to the much-publicised image of the housing programme and the prestige of mechanisation, factory prefabrication accounted for little or none of the construction of his building. Instead, the work was conducted on-site, using artisanal, labour-intensive methods.

Thus, relations between tenants and the fabric of their home could sometimes be surprisingly closer to Heidegger’s lost ideal of a dwelling built with one’s own hands than to the modernist image of an anonymous, machine-made machine for living! Miller, in his study of London social housing tenants, found that those who put work into their apartments were less socially alienated, concluding that there was a correlation between the labour of consumption, whereby they had transformed the built space, received through processes over which they had no control, into inalienable culture.67 My informants’ accounts also provide some evidence for a similar conclusion concerning a correlation between material investment and social integration.68 Vasilii conveys a strong sense of identification with the construction and pride in his role as leader of the team; it is a valued part of his life story, and being a “maker” is an important part of the self-identity he wants to present to the interviewer. He repeats, “I myself, myself was the head, the head builder”, and emphasises: “We did everything ourselves. We built it and we ourselves moved in.”

Anna A. also contributed to the labour of constructing the block in the Okhta district of Leningrad where she still lived in 2005 when the interview was conducted. She had not known at the time that she would receive an apartment in that very block, and the fact that she turned out retrospectively to have contributed to building her own home appeared to her like some rare privilege in the modern world. Her narrative conveys a sense of agency: that she had herself made this life-changing new housing. Born in Orenburg in 1919, she and her family were displaced in 1937 when her father was repressed. After a lifetime of dependency on others, without so much as a corner of a room to call her own, her fate was, at last, in her own hands when she moved in in 1968.

Interviewer: Space was tight?
Anna: Of course. But in spite of all that you can’t imagine what a joy it was. Simply a dream come true. After thirty years, when because of my
character I was terribly dependent on my landlady, on neighbours and so on to the point of humiliation [...] And you know, it was an indescribable joy! I worked here for a whole week, that is, I helped during the construction. Not yet knowing which was my apartment.

Anna’s voluntary participation in the labour of building the house entitled her to an apartment there not only legally, but morally. Like Vasili, and tallying with the model of participation and the valorisation of material labour promoted in authoritative discourse, she conveys a sense of the commensurateness of the exchange: it was right, fair, and mutual. They had invested their labour and they had received their due. Lenin’s precept that “he who does not work shall not eat” was an aspect of socialist morality that could draw, for popular acceptance, on its roots in traditional, prerevolutionary morality and Christian teachings, which lent it an appearance of natural justice. Thus (along with attitudes towards thrift and consumption as using up) it represented a continuity and amalgam between traditional, premodern and modern, socialist values.

To Wait for the State, or Do It Yourself?

Even in cases where residents’ manual input into making the house was less fundamental than Fatyma’s, their “voluntary” labour was often drafted in in the later stages, once the structure was in place, to do finishing work such as plastering or painting. When the house was handed over to them for occupation many found their new apartment required much work before it was habitable, as Anna describes: “I swept out the dirt, threw stuff out. For a week altogether. But that didn’t matter, it was a joy.” Galina S.’s block in Kaluga was built of brick by untrained teenage volunteers, and the walls were uneven and damp; although they had been papered before they moved in in 1964, the paper soon peeled off. Paint had been poured over the floor, which they had to chip off with an axe. Igor (a civil engineer with higher education, living in Leningrad), took the builders of his block to task in 1961 for the fact that so much had been left up to him, the user. The head builder’s shoulder-shrugging response was that it was not their fault; they were forced to move on to the next project to fulfil the production norm, where it was quantity not quality that counted. This was the stock reason put forward to explain poor quality goods in the planned economy, a problem that was also highlighted in the press and in Khrushchev’s speeches.
In principle, there were state and municipal bodies to which new residents could turn for help in making their housing habitable. Responsibility for upkeep and repairs was assigned to the housing management office, the Zhilishchno-ekspluatatsionnaia kontora or ZhEK. This was a new institution characteristic of the period of industrialisation of housing construction, replacing the smaller domupravlenie (house management). It resulted from a restructuring of housing management and maintenance in the 1950s, which accompanied the mass housing campaign, reflecting shifts in scale and urban planning principles, and the increasing need for machinery and more specialised staff.\textsuperscript{72} The reorganisation also reflected the move towards social or voluntary organisations and self-management, which the ZhEK was to coordinate. The ZhEK represented the state at the local, micro-level of the neighbourhood; it was one of the ways in which people encountered it in their daily lives. It was much hated, regarded as a bastion of petty tyrants, a front for surveillance and instrument for intrusion in the micro-matters of everyday life.\textsuperscript{73}

Yet the ZhEK was also reviled for what it failed to do. More broadly, what many experienced in their day-to-day lives was not the overweening omnipresence of the state, but its absence.\textsuperscript{74} True, the state’s priorities – as interpreted by specialists – were materialised in the prefabricated concrete walls of the apartment and in its plan and dimensions. However, we have already seen that implementation on the ground did not always match the image of large prefabricated concrete panels being swung into place by cranes to produce regular and predictable results, but used whatever local materials and manual labour were available. The state, which should have been a constant presence in people’s everyday lives in the form of services and infrastructure on which modern urban living conditions are dependent, was sometimes elusive. Just where expertise and centrally provided infrastructure were needed, they were often absent. Ironically, the promised “withering away of the state” and relocation of its roles to social organisations and popular participation were already enacted in the production of this modern state housing, translated into self-help and local improvisation. Tat’iana in Apatity in the Far North (65 when interviewed in 2007) dismisses the role of the state: “Well the state didn’t do any repairs for us, none whatever. We changed everything ourselves, we replaced the sinks [...]. They never replaced anything, never. It was up to us personally. I don’t know how it was for others, but for us never. [...] We did everything ourselves.”\textsuperscript{75} Her neighbour affirms: “Yes it was like that for everyone.”

Fatyma, the Kazan’ construction worker, also had very low expectations of the state; it was not worth waiting for. Acutely aware of her own poverty,
she was also resigned that, whether under state socialism or in the post-Soviet neoliberal world, “no one helps the poor” and (adapting a folk saying) “a worker will never get rich but only crippled”. She and her husband did everything themselves, she recalls. Fatyma also reveals the reality, as she experienced it, behind the public proclamations of a brave new world of “modern conveniences”. In her house none of the essentials were provided; there was no bath when they first moved in, nor was there even an indoor toilet or running water: “everyone had to go in the yard”. Nor indeed was the house even connected to mains sewerage. Again, it was the residents who had to deal with the situation: to dig sewage ditches (the swamp was not only a metaphor!), install the plumbing, and link it up to the mains to compensate for the failure by the enterprise or municipality to extend sanitary infrastructure. It was “all DIY” (samodelka), “everything cobbled together” (“Все тяп-ляп”), down to the plumbing.

Some had baths but no plumbing. Others moved in to find a bathroom, plumbing, but no bathtubs. Here, too, residents suffered from the absence of the “state” and from the porosity of the grid of surveillance, which Kharkhordin claimed had been perfected. Homemaking was a focus of corruption and illegal or semi-legal practices, one of the central ventures (joined later by cars and dachas) that bound the informal economy of goods, services, skills and favours together.

Many encountered the effects of illegal practices such as squatting, the shadow economy, and diversion of materials and equipment to other priorities. Some tenants found that their “new” apartment had already been used by the builders, who had squatted there while working on the site, for construction still employed transient workers without legal residence permits. This casts a different light on the modern problem of alienation and appropriating space built by strangers; here it was the builders who appropriated the space they had built for strangers: the legal tenants were then left to re-appropriate it from them! In Anneta’s and Igor’s cases the builders had trashed the apartment and not even flushed the toilet. Others also encountered the problem of squatters. Irina’s family in Kuibyshev were cheated out of a three-room apartment to which, with three children, they were entitled according to minimum per capita space (zhilploshchad’) regulations. After five years on a waiting list, in December 1961 (when she was eight) they were overjoyed to receive notification that they had been assigned a new apartment. But when they tried to move in they found another family had already occupied it. “My parents were the type who didn’t attempt to get things sorted out. Well maybe they tried, but they probably encountered such obstacles that they gave up.” Rather than fight
for their due, Irina’s parents accepted a smaller apartment instead. And inevitably, it lacked a bathtub.

Far from a seamless grid of planning and surveillance, the situation calls for metaphors of sieves, drains and leakages and broken threads. There were numerous disjunctions between planning and the countless different elements that made up a home, as the situation with baths illustrates. Not enough tubs were manufactured to keep pace with the accelerated rate of construction of single family apartments each with their own bathroom; only two tubs were manufactured for every three apartments built in 1965. It is also possible that tubs designated for these apartments had either been diverted to another block for people who had more pull than Irina’s parents, whom she depicts as disempowered and lacking in agency, or had been sold off on the black market. As a result of these disjunctions of planning or leakage in the supply system, Irina recalls having to wash in public baths or at the homes of friends; as far as maintaining personal hygiene was concerned, her family remained migrants for a further five years.

“Restoring” the New Flat

Even if they were the first occupants, new homemakers invariably found themselves in the paradoxical situation of having to conduct “re-storation” (remont). After Galina S. and her husband moved in they began to “restore” their “new” apartment, where the wallpaper was peeling off the wall because of damp. Diana, an uneducated factory worker also in Kaluga, and Diliara, a top scientist and party secretary in Kazan’, both found their apartments had already been trashed by others before they moved in. As Diliara said wryly, “restoration’ isn’t the word for it!”

Sociologists Ekaterina Gerasimova and Sofia Chuikina have put forward, as a defining characteristic of Soviet modernity, that manufactured goods presupposed the need for work on them by the user to make them usable. Soviet products were not commodities in the ideal sense of the word, implying pristine newness and machine perfection that rendered them interchangeable and alienable; rather, they required “repair”, adjustments, and tuning before they could even be used. Users had to accommodate the object to their needs. In the process, they accommodated themselves to the object’s idiosyncrasies and, at the same time, made the object unique and no longer alienable. So widespread and intense was the material engagement with commodities and spaces provided through the centralised production systems that Gerasimova and Chuikina designate Soviet society
a “repair culture”. Similarly, investigating the specificity of the socialist car, Kurt Möser has argued that the anticipation of user engagement was scripted into the design; GDR cars had built-in repair friendliness that compensated for limited service facilities and they even came with tool kits.84

For Möser, car maintenance and tinkering are part of the “widespread social movement of do-it-yourself, amateur craftsmanship, bricolage, even modelling and home renovation”.85 The culture of participatory making, craft and DIY was also an essential component of Soviet modernity in its lived, rather than ideal, form. There was a large reliance on craft skill and creative, ad hoc responses to contingency in making khrushchevki into home. Just as manufactured goods required remont, so too did housing, even if it was prefabricated and machine-made. In these conditions, the distinction between consumption and production is blurred and consumption becomes a form of production, both of material and of meanings.86 Other binary antitheses – between machine processes and the hand made, between industry and craft, abstract systems and contingent adjustments – are also blurred. The need for tuning extended even to the machines and industrial processes that were supposed to produce the goods. Anthropologist Sergei Alasheev describes how the conditions of late Soviet industrial production demanded highly individualised, ad hoc responses and a high input of skilled craft. In a Kuibyshev ball bearing factory where Alasheev conducted ethnographic research, every worker tuned his machine himself in different ways, customising the technology on the basis of his experience and knowledge of the properties of production, the specific foibles of his own machine, and the peculiarities of working with often substandard raw materials.87 The production of perfect, identical ball bearings – essential precision parts for machinery – relied on a high degree of individual craft skill to accommodate the shortcomings of the raw materials and of the machine tools. The worker compensated for the shortcomings of industrialisation through craftsmanship, responding to contingency with a series of adjustments by eye and fine-tuning by hand. As Glenn Adamson summarises, they “coax and cajole their antiquated and recalcitrant equipment, somehow making perfectly round little spheres out of substandard raw materials. Clearly they are enormously skilled craftsmen, despite working in a thoroughly industrial (indeed, almost uninhabitable) workplace.”88

The abstract knowledge and universal systems characteristic of modernity and supposedly hypertrophied in the authoritarian socialist state, with its centrally planned economy, are contradicted by the reliance on craft and ad hoc, where the latter is defined by Charles Jenks as: “everyday improvisations” and “solutions found not through genius moments or uni-
versal systems but by trial and error, adjustment and readjustment." Did this DIY modernity contradict the Khrushchev regime’s claims for “scientific-technological revolution” and for the advantages of central planning in putting that revolution to serve the needs of the masses? What is the relationship between local agency and meanings, on one hand, and the state project of modernity, on the other?

Both DIY and craft occupy a position in modernity that renders them potentially critical or even oppositional. In relation to the dominant consumer culture of late capitalist modernity, DIY may constitute a refusal to consume in the normative ways the producers and admen want you to, and a preference for alternative ways of acquiring goods such as recycling, mending, or makeover. Craft, as “the application of skill and material-based knowledge to relatively small-scale production”, is also often cast as antithetical to industrial modernity, diametrically opposing its temporally and geographically transcendent, one-size-fits-all structures, and contradicting the modernised practices promoted by specialists on the basis of science and other abstract systems. One of the paradoxical aspects of modernity is the extent to which elements of tradition survive the forces of modernisation and continue to play a role in modern life. Craft tactics may also be associated with gendered, ethnic or local identities, which can be seen as “inherently resistant to (or potentially critical of) modernity’s homogeneous transcendentalism”. Reliant on handed-down ways of doing and the “messy contingency of experience”, craft “entails irregularity, tacit knowledge, inefficiency, handwork, vernacular building”, as opposed to the international style of modernism towards which Khrushchev had reoriented Soviet architecture. Moreover, craft is assumed to be an atavistic relic of a superseded historical phase, the preindustrial or premodern past.

However, as Adamson argues and Alasheev’s study exemplifies, industrial modernity is more complex than this binary antithesis implies. Craft is not simply anti-modern. Craft responses have been an intrinsic part of industrialisation, adaptive rather than oppositional: “a strain of activity that responds to and conditions the putatively normative experience of modernity, in many and unpredictable ways.” Craft represented the other side of the same coin of industrialised modernity; a constant and necessary partner.

In regard to homemaking in the new flats, the lapses of state provision and monitoring represented a major nuisance in people’s lives. But they were also the mother of invention and an inducement to creative agency, which could sometimes engender a sense of belonging and engagement with place and community. Novosely had to use whatever means and
equipment they had to hand to set things right, and this often required significant ingenuity and ad hoc improvisation. A diverse mix of bricolage practices, makeshift materials and traditional craft solutions compensated for the failures of manufacture, planning and distribution by making do with the materials and methods available. While Galina S.’s husband used an axe to remove paint, spilt by the builders, from the floor, Irina’s father used an iron.96 In the interviews, informants spontaneously offered numerous instances of ingenuity in finding ways to cover and decorate the walls and ceilings, including improvised cottage production of materials one might expect to be produced industrially. A number talk about hand-stencilling patterns onto distempered walls in place of wallpaper, which was often of poor quality or only available in colours and patterns they found ugly or old-fashioned. One elderly couple relate how they compensated for the unavailability of paint by using toothpowder as a source of chalk, from which they made homemade whitewash when forced to repaint the ceiling after their neighbours had flooded them. The results, they laugh, were “terrible”! Despite the amateur results, the production demonstrated their control and knowledge. Understanding the composition of whitewash, they were able to find alternative ways of producing it, rather than rely-

Figure 6: Hand stencilled “wallpaper”, Tartu, 2006. Photo: Kristi Tinkus for Everyday Aesthetics
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ing on distanced, mystified and uncontrollable processes and supplies.

Others also turned to handmade substitutes for modern industrially produced materials. Floors invariably demanded tenants’ labour, and the media recommended linoleum for its modernity, hygienic properties and labour-saving convenience and as part of a wider emphasis on renewable, man-made materials. Khrushchev called for the expansion of linoleum production because: “floors covered in linoleum are as good as parquet floors; they’re more hygienic and smarter. Looking after them is simpler than parquet [...] It is necessary to value the labour of women and alleviate it wherever possible.”97 Lino may also have been appreciated by homemakers for its modernity and “labour-saving” connotations. Galina L. in Leningrad recalls her surprise in the 2000s, while redecorating the flat where she had lived with her parents as a child, when she peeled away the old lino and found that it obscured a fine parquet floor; her parents had evidently preferred lino to the traditional natural material, which had once again become valued by the time of the interview. Here, too, we run into contradictions. Linoleum, a material associated with a modern leisured lifestyle, was not necessarily produced through modern, industrial means and acquired via state distribution mechanisms, but through laborious individual effort. Older informants reveal the lengths to which they would go to get hold of lino for their floors. Nina S. (Kazan’, born c. 1939) had got linoleum under the counter (po blatu) and paid a premium. “Now you can choose whatever you like. But then it only just began to appear. We had to pay over the odds. But we got it.” In a more extreme case of the paradox of achieving modernity through preindustrial means independent of the modernising state, Ekaterina (Kaluga, born c. 1930) describes the arduous process of making linoleum by hand:

Ekaterina: I got some sawdust, boiled up wood glue in a can, poured in the sawdust […] I filled the cracks between the planks overnight. I could only do a square metre [at a time]. But after all I had aspirations. Then later nitro-mastic [nitroshklëvka] appeared. I travelled to Moscow and bought sackcloth at twelve kopeks a metre. I spread the board with this nitro-mastic, spread the cloth over it by hand. There wasn’t any linoleum available but I wanted a beautiful floor [...].
Interviewer: It was a kind of homemade linoleum?
Ekaterina: Of course. I had aspirations. All my life I had stood in queues [...] In the evening you’d get in and get going on that floor.
Interviewer: It was a lot of work?
Ekaterina: Well I wanted it.
Here we have a contradiction typical of the paradoxes of Soviet modernity examined in this essay. This floorcovering that signified a modern, convenient, ease-full lifestyle (by contrast with the work entailed in maintaining natural wood parquet), had to be laboriously made by hand.

Specialists on the new interior advised that novosely should not schlep their old goods and chattels along with them into the new life but should make a complete fresh start, furnishing their modern flats with new types and styles of mass-produced furniture. Design bureaux were set to work on designing a style of furniture appropriate for serial production, making maximum use of machine processes and man-made materials. Widely promoted as the “contemporary style”, it was closely based on international modernist designs. In practice, however, novosely more often furnished their new modern flats through eclectic combinations, gifts and recycling. Seemingly contradicting the injunction to make a total fresh start, the widespread genre of “handy hints” reflected such vernacular practices of bricolage and making-do, placing a strong emphasis on repurposing, improvisation and prolonging life of things, adapting, mending, recycling parts of things that could no longer be salvaged. More pragmatic advice to the novosel also showed how to adapt old furniture to fit the new flats both physically – given the low ceilings and small scale – and stylistically.
Figure 8: Evgeniia’s handmade kitchen cabinet, St Petersburg, 2004. Photo: Ekaterina Gerasimova for Everyday Aesthetics
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Figure 9: Larisa’s table and stool: “Dad made everything himself.” St Petersburg, 2005. Photo Ekaterina Gerasimova, for Everyday Aesthetics
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The industrial revolution in consumer durables and their stylistic modernisation had little impact on the furniture that Evgeniia acquired when she moved to a new flat in 1959. Much of this Leningrad schoolteacher’s furniture was either acquired through charitable gifts or was picked up off dumps, refurbished and recycled. She also had a handmade kitchen cabinet and a bedside cabinet made bespoke by a cabinetmaker (krasnoderevshchik) in the 1960s. “Everyone was buying them and we ordered one too.” The time-lag between mass provision of new flats and propagation of the new style, on the one hand, and adequate increases in furniture production and supply, on the other, led to a paradoxical situation whereby the would-be consumer might take a sketch of the desired item from a magazine to a workshop to have it made up bespoke, by hand. In addition to getting furniture handmade by a workshop, many of my informants made furniture themselves or had items made by moonlighting “uncles”. Larisa in Leningrad proudly draws the interviewer’s attention to furniture made by her father – a skilled craftsman and model maker for the Leningrad Metro construction trust – when they first moved in, which she still used (figure 8). Vasilii had little to bring with him from their cramped communal apartment when they moved into the new flat in 1960. Having built the house himself, he also made furniture for it rather than buying. He explained this as a natural solution: “Well look, I’m a carpenter [stoliar], […] Well there was nothing to buy. I did it all myself.” Thus, the modern contemporary style, expressly designed for and determined by the requirements of mass industrial production, was to be achieved in people’s homes not through industrial production but improvised through local, individual handcraft methods and individual commissions.

Conclusion

Limitations of space have only allowed me to examine a few examples, but there were numerous ways in which homemakers accommodated the new flats to their needs and tastes or resorted to seemingly un-modern ad hoc and craft methods to make them liveable. We should not automatically construe this as a matter of resistance to the state’s ideal of modernity. Handmaking was not simply a rejection of the modern machine aesthetic but could serve as a way to achieve a similarly modern look through the means available. As Ekaterina’s “linoleum” exemplifies, it was a way to achieve a modern lifestyle within the bounds of what was possible in their personal and local circumstances. Sometimes the design of their
handmade items even approximated the modernist contemporary style promoted by design experts in the name of good, modern taste, even though paradoxically that was a style specifically developed for industrial production. My informants’ apartments may not have looked identical to the ideal images represented in advice manuals and exhibitions, yet some residents nevertheless found imaginative, improvised ways to achieve a modern interior or lifestyle on their own terms. While aiming at similar goals and values, they nevertheless changed or diverted them to various degrees, and cumulatively, ultimately perhaps undermined the state project. As Fiske argues: “in dwelling in the landlord’s place, we make it into our space; the practices of dwelling are ours, not his.”

New homemakers could not resolve the paradoxes and contradictions inherent in the state’s modernisation project and in the nature of modernity itself, but they found ways to live with them and make the apartment their own. Moreover, there is evidence in the interviews that – as Miller found in his study of the London council estate and Alasheev in regard to his ball bearing workers – the necessary element of craft and manual labour they put into the material environment was associated with a strong investment in the place. Anna speaks of her joy, and Ekaterina firmly associates her work on the apartment with her desire for a better life. Asked how she felt when she received her new apartment she exclaims: “Lord! I still think, to this day, that I live like a queen.” Many who put work into the house and communal yard also aspired to social ideals of good citizenship and socialist community similar to those promoted in authoritative discourse, with its emphasis on participation and being a good khoziain.

Thus, to set the popular culture of homemaking in the conventional binary opposition between state and people, modernity and tradition, acquiescence and resistance, would foreclose many productive ways of thinking about it. By exploring the tensions between apparently contradictory processes we can begin to nuance relations between central and local, industry and craft, planning and improvisation, and replace these dialectical antitheses by more complex ambivalent models that acknowledge the role of mutuality, appropriation, accommodation or tuning in producing a modern everyday environment.
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